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Introduction

The world is in the midst of a disturbance of a growing, consuming population, and environmental degradation, which produces many environmental challenges such as global climate change, excessive fossil fuel dependency and the growing demand for energy, all likely to be major challenges of the 21st century and one of the greatest problems facing humanity.

In this context, urban design is the fundamental principle of how to shape our cities. Because almost half of the energy consumed is used in cities and urban built-up areas, it is necessary to avoid mistakes in urban design at early stages in order to own more sustainable cities. The 1st international conference on Green Urbanism reflects upon practical strategies focusing on increasing sustainability beyond and within the scope of individual buildings.

The conference provides a context for a general debate about the regeneration of the city center and discusses how urbanism is affected by the paradigms of ecology.

This book is divided into 16 sections, each section discusses a manifesting problem that we are currently facing, appearing important enough to be discussed as one of the topics to be brought up in this edition. The 16 sections are to be discussed through this book cover all the required aspects of this issue categorizing it as a very important matter that needs to be discussed.
Chapter 01
Eco-Cities
Virtualization of Mae Wong National Park with respect to CHONG YEN for Publishing Conservation Green Natural
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Abstract

This research paper is the Virtualization Mae Wong National Park with respect to CHONG YEN in District of Pang Sila Thong, Kamphaeng Phet Province, Thailand. This software is useful for PR, to the natural education, to raise awareness in natural disasters, the love and cherish about the forest, wildlife, and plant, so when there is deforestation, it will have an impact on both humans and animals. Which implement to environment include wild animals, birds and local tree, using SketchUp, Blender, and C-Sharp to design models. Unity3D to create map function models, used C-Sharp and JavaScript to developed program. When testing and evaluating the quality of the system, Black Box testing was used to determine was satisfied by the performances of system as follows: Means were 4.48 respectively and standard deviation were 0.65 respectively. © 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the natural education, to raise awareness in natural disasters, the love and cherish about the forest, wildlife, and plant, so when there is deforestation, it will have an impact on both humans and animals, such as Mae Wong National Park is the aim of destroy for the dam building[1] and A Review of Thailand’s Proposed Mae Wong Dam, prepared for the IUCN National Committee for Thailand[2]. Mae Wong National Park (MW) is mountainous, there are 40-50 mountain peaks, one of the best places in Thailand, located at Pang Sila Thong District, Kamphaeng Phet province, Mae Wong District and Mae-Pan sub-district, Nakorn Sawan province, have three main rivers of...
which the Mae Wong River is the biggest drain the park. The famous places in the park are Mae Kraa, Mae Rusa, Mae Ki Waterfall. The remaining forest of the northern region, connects to the Khong Lan National Park, which an area adjacent to Nakorn Sawan province, while its southern part is next to the Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary in Uthai Thani province, the world heritage site, for the publicize of natural resources conservation. Its western part connects to the Lumphang Wildlife Sanctuary, Tak province, it is one of the most abundant pieces of forest area of the Western Forest that stretches from Tak to Kanchanaburi province[3].

Chong Yen is situated at Km. 91, 28 kilometres from the National Park Office. It is the top of the Khong Lan-Lumphang Road with a height of 1,340 metres above sea level. With the highest peak, Khao Mo Ko Chu, it is one of highest mountain ranges in Thailand [4], [5].

There is always a breeze and fog covering the spot with cool weather throughout the year. The average temperature is 20°C. It can be considered as one of the most beautiful spots to admire the sunset. The general condition of the forest is the hill evergreen forest with rare species of orchids such as Sotus Krok Ta – Bulbophyllum spp., Maha Sadam – a kind of tree fern[6].

Camera traps from August 2011 released by DNP, Wildlife and Plant Conservation and WWF reveals that tigers are still around in Mae Wong, there are 9 tigers recorded. Some other existing mammals that can be found in the park are Asian black bear, Humpbacked leaf monkey, Golden Jackal, Lao Gibbon, and Malayan Tapir among many other[7], [8].

According some sources, with migratory birds counted 450 species of bird has been seen in the park[8], and rare birds such as Rufous-necked Hornbill, Plain-pouched Hornbill, Grey Peacock-pheasant, Barama Yuhina, Long-tailed Broadbill, Reddish ['',] and Greater Yellower notes, Coral-billed Scimitar Babblers, Mountain Hawk-eagle[5], [6] Bird watching in Thailand; Locations, Mae Wong National Park[9], [10]. Fig.1. shows a map of Mae Wong National Park, Kamphaeng Phet and Nakorn Sawan Province [10], [11]. This is to Assessment of Human's Attitude Towards Natural Resource Conservation in Protected Area in Thailand [12].

![Mae Wong National Park Map](image)

**Fig.1. A map of Mae Wong National Park, Kamphaeng Phet and Nakorn Sawan Province. (NTB: North Thailand Birding 2016)**

The purpose of research paper is a Virtualization Mae Wong National Park with respect to CHONG YEN for Publishing Conservation Green Natural. It useful for visitors to the natural education and PR, so that they can be visit to the real place for eco-tourism, natural conservation, relax, and for those who cannot travel to the place, in the location; To see the image clearly, such as height, shape, or size of the building, has designed three-dimensional map and simulations the rainy season weather. Another objective is to communicate to the public, what it knows Mae Wong is abundant forest, as can be seen from lichen, tigers and hornbills. Including the need to stop thinking of those who want to exploitation build a dam in the forest of Mae Wong, which makes the forest and wildlife to greatly destroyed. And most importantly, to use was instrumental in instruction for raise awareness and creating a young conservative generation to the preserving the natural environment.
2. Methodology

In this section, we present a methodology used for creating this software, which involves 11 steps of Simulation model. Fig. 2. shows the process of development software. Using SketchUp, Blender, and Gimp to design models, Unity 3D to create map function models, C sharp and JavaScript used to develop the program. Start by defining the problem & Real world problem, later construct simulation model, and continue to implementation. Fig. 3. shows the overview of system; we separate people into two groups of visitors and administrators. Are summarized below to the label of Mae Wong National Park entrance, location camp/lodge, and watching spot: tree, tiger, Banteng and bird.

![Diagram of simulation model methodology.]

The program consists of the trails of the national park in Mae Wong National area of the Chong Yen, for the simulations rainy season weather, the tent pavilion, bath room, house, and with the rotation of the sun, include wild animals and birds, there are five species, such as: tiger, Banteng, Rufous-necked Hornbill, Plain-pouched Hornbill, Grey Peacock-Pheasant, including forestry and local trees is Gnetochlamnus maewongensis R.M.K. Saunders & Chalermglun (Pauan Maewong) and Magnolia garrettii (Craft) V.S.kumar (Magnolia garrettii).
3. Model Development

Program development used by C sharp and JavaScript, to design models by SketchUp, Blender, and Gimp, and create map function models by Unity 3D, details are as follows: Fig. 4 shows creating of the signpost to the Mae Wong National Park and CHONG YEN, Fig. 5. Shows Lavatory and Cleaner place. Fig. 6. Shows walking trails and signs for Places “CHONG YEN”, Fig. 7. Shows Tent places and lodging. Which also includes other models such as the tree and wild animals.

Fig.4. (a) Signs for Place “Mae Wong National Park”; (b) CHONG YEN.

Fig.5. (a) Lavatory. (b) Cleaner place.

Fig.6. (a) Walking trails; (b) Signs for Places “CHONG YEN”. 
4. The results of this system

The research purpose is to develop a model in Virtualization of Mae Wong National Park with respect to CHONG YEN for Publishing Conservation Green Natural, and the evaluation tests of the system.

4.1. Developing the models

The development of this model by simulations in the rainy season. The forest is moist, getting started at that time to watch animals, Fig. 8 shows the Image of Tiger, Fig. 9 shows the Image of Banteng, Fig. 10 shows the Image of special trees: Magnolia grandiflora (Craib) and Goniothalamus maewongensis (Panou Maewong), and Fig. 11 to Fig. 13 shows the birds can tell the purity and integrity of the forest.
Fig. 10. shows the Image of special trees, Magnolia garrettii (Crake) and Conothalasius maewangensis (Panam Maewang)

Fig. 11. shows the Image of the Rufous-necked Hornbill

Fig. 12. shows the Image of the Plain-pouched Hornbill

Fig. 13. shows the Image of the Grey Peacock-Dharmant
4.2. Testing and evaluating the qualities of the system

When the results testing and evaluating the qualities of system, Black Box testing was used to determine were by the satisfaction with the performance of the program as follows: Functional requirement test, Function test, Usability test, Security test and Integrity test. The summary for means were 4.48 and standard deviation were 0.65 respectively.

5. Conclusion and future works

In this project, we presented the Virtualization of Mae Wong National Park with respect to CHONG YEN for Publishing Conservation Green Natural model, to disseminate information for student or juvenile so that can be aware of the treatment of forest and wild animals in Thailand. However, in terms of future experiments, we are looking forward to research about other new area and techniques to enhance this project.
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